SUBJECT: Royal Yugoslav Soldiers in Milan

TO: GSI(b), 3rd District, Northern Detachment, CMF.

1. Yugoslav informants of this Office have stated that since the arrival of the Royal Yugoslav units in Milan there has been an increase in the black-market and other illegal activities on the part of persons who wear the Royal Yugoslav uniform to cover their movements.

2. It has also come to light that most of these people do not belong to any authorized units of the Yugoslav forces in Italy. These self-styled Lieutenants and Captains are not a threat to Allied Security but also discredit those members of the Yugoslav units approved by the Allied Forces Headquarters.

3. If an Officer and several non-coms of the Royal Yugoslav Units in Milan were attached to the British Provost Marshal's Office they could assist in identifying Yugoslavs who wear the uniform without authorization. These men could be of great help in eliminating many individuals who are a threat to Allied Security.

4. For your information and action.

M. A. TONENI,
Major, MI,
Supervising Agent
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